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It's a rainy rainy day!
seeing the slow changes in the
weather. The most obvious is the
change of world temperature.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ..
Rain is one of the most favourite
topics of almost all song writers.
"It's a rainy rainy day", "Have you
ever seen the rain", "Raindrops keep
falling on my head", etc etc are the
songs which instantly come to my
mind on every rainy day.
In Cyprus, we are passing through
rainy days. Though rain is usually
uncommon during this part of the
year, we are having more rain than
is normal in May this year.
We may say that it's a late rainy
season, because we did not have as
much rain this winter as we usually
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get. But it is never too late. The rain
has brought a good change in the
overall atmosphere of Cyprus. The
best aspect of these rains, however
is that it has delayed the arrival of
summer. For some, the delay of
summer is a good omen, but for
some it is not like that. Of course
the tourists who come here to enjoy
the sun, are not able to get as much
as they had expected. But still the
tourism season has started, and as
expected it is going to be a good
tourism season this year.
This short unexpected rainy season
is most probably the sign of weather
change in the world. Scientists have
long been predicting the possible
changes in the world's atmosphere.
Over the passage of years we are

The scientists expect an increase in
average temperatures of the whole
world, for which there are number
of reasons. The most important of
them is the emission of gases. The
commercial and industrial activities
of the whole world are trying to
reduce the impact of hot gases, to
reduce their negative effect on the
world
temperature,
but
unfortunately up to now they are far
behind the expectations.
The hot gases of the world are
having a direct impact on the
glaciers of the North and South
Poles. We are seeing evidence of
the melting of huge glaciers. The
scientists believe that in the distant
future, unless remedial steps are
taken, the majority of the glaciers
would melt.
The melting of the glaciers, not
only disturbs the temperature
balance of the earth, but also
increases the sea level. An increase
in the sea level is a direct threat to
the low levelled islands of the

world. A large number of small
low level islands, mostly from
Maldives and other uninhabited
islands, are in serious threat. Some
countries have already started
taking steps to save the loss of their
islands.
Apart from all this, the change of
weather in future is going to disturb
the rain schedules in parts of the
world, which would then lead to
shortage of drinking water in
different countries. The shortage of
drinking water is the most serious
threat to human beings. As some
political scientists predict that in
the near future the control over the
drinking water resources and
natural reservoirs would be the
reason for future wars.
So, in short the scientists on an
overall basis paint a gloomy picture
for the future of the world.
But for me it is the time to enjoy
the rain, and sing, "Raindrops keep
falling on my head".
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Anastasiades' negative response worrying but not surprising
President Mustafa Akıncı stated
that the attitude of the Greek
Cypriot leader Anastasiades, who
has clearly rejected the President’s
call of April 30th to accept the
Guterres
framework,
was
worrying but not a surprise.
In a written statement issued
yesterday, President Mustafa
Akıncı highlighted the need for
the international community,
particularly the UN and the EU, as
well as organisations on both sides
of the island, to evaluate this
situation objectively.
President Mustafa Akıncı pointed
out that with these latest remarks,
the Greek Cypriot leader had
revealed that he rejects notions of
political equality and effective
participation of both sides in
decision-making, and that he

desires an arrangement in which
decisions can be taken with a
simple majority. Akıncı stated that
this stance shows that the Greek
Cypriot leadership, contrary to its
statements,
prefers
the
continuation of the status quo on
the island.

President said that Anastasiades
had clearly stated in his interview
with the Greek Cypriot newspaper
Fileleftheros that he refused
Akıncı’s call. The President
pointed out that despite the fact
that Anastasiades had expressed

many times since Crans Montana
that he adopted the Guterres
framework, it had become clear
through his recent actions and
statements that in fact he does not
accept it.

President Akıncı added: “As you
know, I made a call to the Greek
Cypriot side in my speech on 30th
April 2018 that if they are ready to
accept the Guterres framework as
it is, we could declare it as a
strategic package. In this case, we
would
have
considered
it
meaningful
to
re-commence
negotiations
regarding
the
remaining issue.
However, over one month has
passed
without
Anastasiades
giving a positive answer. The

Joint mobile phone operation was rejected by Anastasiades
The Deputy of the Republican
Turkish Party and previous
President of the Turkish Cypriot
Chamber of Commerce, Fikri
Toros, has revealed that proposed
cooperation between mobile phone
operators on the two sides of the
island was refused by the Greek
Cypriot leader Nikos Anastasiades
in 2015.

In his written statement, Toros
responded to allegations by the
former Greek Cypriot Foreign
Minister Kasulides on the potential
“Confidence Building Measures”,
specifically
regarding
the
cooperation between the mobile
phone operators both in the North
and South Cyprus.

Toros recalled that during his tenure
as the President of the Turkish
Cypriot Chamber of Commerce in
2015, a series of consultation
meetings took place with the
President of the Chamber of Greek
Cypriot Commerce and Industry, in
order to determine a cooperation
model under the-then political
conditions.

developed which was approved by
all the participants.

Toros stated that meetings took
place between telecommunication
regulators from both sides of the
island, as well as representatives
from the Chief Prosecutor Office
and the authorities from Telsim
Vodafone and Turkcell, which
operate in the North, and CYTA,
Primetel and MTN, which operate
in the South.

Unfortunately, although this model
was accepted by President Akıncı,
it was rejected by the Greek
Cypriot leader Anastasiades who
said there was a legal barrier.

Following those consultations,
which were carried out over a 3
month period, a model was

Toros
continued:
“Five
telecommunications companies that
operate in the island were due to
make
this
jointly-agreed
cooperation a reality, by making
contact via the GSM Centre in
Luxembourg.

This is the real reason that the
‘Mobile Phone Interoperability’
model was not put into force.”
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Conservation completed on 2 churches
A ceremony was held on Saturday,
May 26 in Mağusa to mark the
completion of conservation works
on two historic churches, with the
financial contribution of the
Technical Committee on Cultural
Heritage and technical support of
the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP).

Manager and Head of Office be if they work and collaborate
Tiziana Zennaro each made a together, Tuncay said that this
speech at the event.
experience had proven that all
parties can work for the benefit of
In his speech, the Turkish Cypriot Turkish Cypriots and Greek
representative of the Committee, Cypriots, on the basis of respect,
Ali Tuncay, emphasized that equality and mutual trust without
cultural heritage and different imposing on each other.
cultures should no longer be
factors that cause conflicts but
factors
that
contribute
to
cooperation, peace and prosperous
living of Turkish Cypriots, Greek
Cypriots, Armenians and other
communities.

The Director of Structural Reform
Support Service of the European
Commission, Mary McCarthy, the
Turkish Cypriot Representative of
Technical Committee on Cultural
Heritage, Ali Tuncay, Greek
Cypriot Representative Takis
Hacidimitriu and the UNDP
Cyprus Senior Programme

Tuncay said that with these
restoration works, they had not
only helped to repair two historic
churches, but at the same time
created an environment of peace
and trust between the Turkish and
Greek Cypriots at a time when it
was most needed.

Stating that the Technical
Committee on Cultural Heritage
has shown how productive it can

Burial of 9 refugees in North Cyprus
The bodies of 9 refugees who were
found on the shores of Karpaz
region on 13-14 May have been
buried in Lefke.
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay attended the funeral
ceremony and met with the
families of the refugees.
Describing it as a heartbreaking

human tragedy, Özersay added that
the government had hoped to
repatriate the bodies of the refugees
to their own countries but the burial
had to be done due to the specific
time that had passed since they
were found. Noting that this event
was one of the most concrete
examples of the gradual erosion of
human values, Özersay sincerely
hoped such a tragic event would not
be repeated.

Gecitkale the 4th Cittaslow member in the TRNC
Geçitkale Municipality has won the municipalities in being declared as
fourth Cittaslow (slow city) title in an official cittaslow member.
the TRNC.
Cittaslow has members from 236
Cittaslow is an international cities from 30 countries around the
movement of towns that have world.
adopted a common set of principles
and objectives to enhance their Their motto is, “International
quality of life by slowing the Network of Cities Where Living Is
overall pace of living.
Good.”
Geçitkale joins the Yeniboğaziçi,
Lefke and the Mehmetçik
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Black Olive Cafe host fun quiz for FARCSPORTS

On Friday 15th June, at 7pm, the
Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak, will
be hosting an animal related fun
quiz for FARC!

400 of them. So now FARC need
to boost their funds so they can
finish the neutering program they
started in December 2017.

Sarah and Moyra are the
quizmasters so it's likely to be fun!
FARC
(Famagusta
Animal
Rehoming Canines) via MGA
(Magusa
Sokak
Hayvanlari
Yardim Gönüllüleri) supports the
Famagusta Pound where there are
450-500 dogs and puppies.

So please go along and have some
fun and at the same time help
FARC to help the pound dogs in
Famagusta.

With the recent outbreak of
distemper, it became necessary to
vaccinate all the adult dogs, over

Book your teams by calling Vicki
on 0533 835 5133
or email
Vicki.karaca@gmail.com.

35TL will include supper, with
10TL from each meal donated to
FARC.

Kervansaray Public Beach appreciated
Kervansaray
Public
Beach
belonging to Girne Municipality
and Karaoğlanoğlu Municipality
has started to attract great interest
by the citizens, with the summer
heat coming early, and they
appreciate the same cleanliness and
order of private beach standards.
The Kervansaray Public Beach has
lifeguard towers together with first
aid and lifeguards for the
prevention of beach/sea incidents
and the application of protective
control measures. There is a
private area separated by buoys in
the sea to ensure the safety of the
citizens when swimming.
The beach also has parking for the
disabled, a path to the sea and a
private area on the beach where
they can reach restaurants, toilets
and showers for disabled people.
Disabled people are not charged
for entry.
The cafeteria, shower, changing
room and toilets have been

upgraded and the quality of service
has been increased.
Karaoğlanoğlu Municipality Beach
last year saw the building of a
cafeteria and shaded terraces which
replaced a building which had been
derelict for 23 years. Toilets and
changing rooms have been
constructed and there is easy
access to the sea.
There is a 24-hour night watchman
and camera-assisted security on the
beach.
Girne Mayor, Nidai Güngördü,
said
the
Karaoğlanoğlu
Municipality Beach has been
improved and its capacity has been
increased.
The Municipality recognised that
the beach had been abandoned to
fate and have ensured that it will
now continue to be a public beach
with much improved facilities and
service for the citizens to enjoy.
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University of Kyrenia - Aviation Training School
By Margaret Sheard ...
From time to time I seem to get drawn
into a man’s world and my love of
‘planes’ led me a few years ago to
write about the sad story of the Trident
at the old Nicosia International Airport,
which then prompted a Turkish Cypriot
airline pilot to contact me and he
subsequently wrote a number of
articles which were published on our
website under the heading Cyprus
Aviation History.
Since then we have kept in touch and
recently he gave me an introduction to
the Aviation Training School at the
University of Kyrenia in Karakum, and
we made an appointment to visit
Captain Koray Yilmaz and his team to
learn about the aviation facility at the
University.
What a very informative and
interesting few hours this turned out to
be, with Captain Yilmaz spending so
much time with us explaining what the
purpose of the facility is and his
involvement.
He has had much
experience in the world of aviation,
both as an airline pilot for many years
and also as an aerodynamicist and rig
test engineer at Rolls Royce in Derby,
UK.
We were told about 3 aircraft crashes
where over 800 people lost their lives,
which were possibly due to pilot error
by not fully understanding instructions
and not being able to answer questions
in sufficient detail. In view of this the
International
Civil
Aviation
Organisation (ICAO) implemented a
much stricter level of English to be
achieved by pilots when undergoing
training. Koray told us that this is one
of the testing levels they are
concentrating on – T.E.A. Test of
English for Aviation.
The University of Kyrenia operates as
a test centre for Mayflower College in
the UK, which is approved to conduct
language proficiency testing by the UK
CAA.
TEA is a brand created by
Mayflower College and the official

website is www.tea-test.com. The
University of Kyrenia also include
information about TEA on their
website.
We were shown the Approval
Certificate issued to Mayflower
College of English Ltd by the UK
CAA, which shows the University of
Kyrenia,
listed
with
other
organisations.
We were shown a soundproof room
where trainees undergo testing for the
English language and Koray told us
that he and his staff try to make the

trainees feel as relaxed as possible
whilst going through the testing
process. He said that it is quite a strict
test in that the answers to questions
must include sentences rather than a
‘yes’ or ‘no’ and this is the whole
purpose of the test to ensure that the
question has in fact been understood,
which can be assessed by the type of
answer which is given.
I had always assumed that aviation
used the English language and so all
pilots had a good command of English
but it would seem that perhaps the

knowledge of English has not been as
high as it should have been. Koray
mentioned that in the past some airlines
around the world actually have had a
translator/interpreter in the cockpit!
We noted the many photographs and
pictures in all of the offices and in the
corridor approaching Koray’s office he
had produced some lovely pictures
from photographs he had taken from
the skies, which are very unique shots
The 'Test of English for Aviation'
Centre has two Administrators and two
Examiners. The two Administrators are
Koray Yilmaz and Huray Yilmaz (also
Chief
Theoretical
Knowledge
Instructor at the Approved Training
Organization, ATO) and the two
Examiners are Koray Yilmaz and Ilkay
Yilmaz (also Head of Training at the
Approved Training Organization). Both
Ilkay and Huray are Aeronautical
Engineers
by
profession.
The
Accountable Manager to the Approved
Training Organisation is Mr. Sumer
Garip and the Compliance Monitoring
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continued ....

University of Kyrenia - Aviation Training School

Manager is Mr. Haluk Ongun. We
met some of the members of the
Aviation Department during our tour
of the Faculty.
Then came the most exciting part of
our tour of the Faculty, the Alsim
ALX Simulator which was installed
in January of this year.
Words cannot describe how I felt
looking at this state of the art
equipment.
I would think that the University of
Kyrenia have state of the art
technology equipment which many
other facilities throughout the world
can only dream of.
The Simulator
can be utilised to give many hours for
trainee pilots which is accepted as
part of the required hours of flight
training. When trainee pilots reach

the required level their international
pilot’s licence is issued from Turkey.
Around the front of the simulator is a
huge curved screen where various
flying conditions are shown i.e.
lightning, rain, darkness, daylight,
cloud, runway etc. We then entered
the simulator and settled ourselves into
the pilot and co-pilot seats. Koray
then explained the dual instrument
panel to us with the use of a light
pointer, which I am afraid left me
feeling very much in awe and
impossible to digest everything.
Nevertheless I then proceeded to do a
little ‘flying’ with a background of the
Kyrenia Mountain range, then turning
and I could see the coastline at one
point.

to land, of course he was happy to do
this and he took over and we then had
the runway at Ercan Airport on the
screen. He made a smooth landing, I
am glad to say, and then taxied to the
front of the airport building, which
was by then showing on the screen.

Chris was then asked if he would like

left to right : Ilkay Yilmaz, Chris Elliott, Margaret Sheard,
Huray Yilmaz, and Koray Yilmaz

This experience was superb and we
cannot thank Koray enough for the
amount of time he spent with us. He
obviously loves his job and although
not now flying for an airline, he is so
enthusiastic about training new pilots
to a high level which in turn will
ensure the airways are as safe as they
can possibly be.
Koray told us a bit about himself and
his career. He went to the UK when
he was 12 years old and at that time he
spoke no English whatsoever. He

worked hard at school and progressed
through college and his early working
years. He spent 2 years working at
Rolls Royce in Derby in the UK
where he was an aerodynamicist and
rig test engineer and later was First
Officer with Cyprus Turkish Airlines
for 2 years and Captain with Pegasus
Airlines for 6 years. As a family
man with a wife and 2 daughters, the
time came when he decided he
needed to spend more time with his
family and so his days as an airline
pilot came to an end and he started to
give lectures on aviation, which then
led him to his present situation as
Head of Simulator Training with the
University of Kyrenia where he has
been instrumental in setting up the
‘Test of English for Aviation’ Centre
and the Flight Simulation Training
Device for the Aviation Faculty.
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'TALISMAN' Art by Omid Kalantar Motamedi
By Heidi Trautmann ...
www.heiditrautmann.com
"TALISMAN
– Un-divulged
Secrets" .... says Omid Kalantar
Motamedi – Art Exhibition at the
SOL Atelier Nicosia.
Facing the new art works by Omid
Kalantar
Motamedi
I
feel
transported back to the early ages
when symbolism was most
important and often the only way
to impress and inform people who
were not taught to read and would
have to rely on painted messages
and or sculptures created by a
learned person. Strong messages
these were, either meant to protect
or to fend off peril. Witch doctors
were in great demand to make
amulets and cook up potions for
all kind of purposes. Read the
introduction Omid Kalantar made
to explain the research he was
undertaking for the project of his
exhibition, research he did
especially with relation to the
Islamic traditions - see on link
below :

More than today people then
believed in occult sciences, in the
power of words, images and
numbers, lines and diagrams, and
wearing such talismans around their
neck or have them hidden in the
house, reassured them and made
them stronger or even invulnerable.
Talisman Art with its mystical
signs, what is their secret meaning?
Graphic drawings such as circles
including segments of different
angles, calculated values, are they
relating to the universe, the stars,
with its constellations to each other
or to the parts of the human body?
What are the secrets of numbers,
chains of words? What role do
animals play in this mystical game?

the messages. Guests at his
exhibition were ‘reading’ his
works attentively and trying their
own interpretations, which was of
great interest to the artist. In our
enlightened society we still have,
however hardly talked about,
believers and followers of occult
sciences and I confess sometimes
I wished I were a witch with a

Omid Kalantar has delivered a very
precious presentation of his
research work on this complicated
and still not fully and satisfactorily
explored field of cultural domain.
He was using all kinds of graphic
techniques to realize the strong
language of Talisman art and leaf
gold and the wooden frames play an
important part, they are supporting

http://www.heiditrautmann.com/category.aspx?CID=5517222226#.Wwk -7u6FOUk

Omid Kalantar Motamedi and Toya Akpinar,
(owner of Sol Atelier)

magic wand to change things for the
better for all of us, and I would
certainly use one of Omid’s
suggested talismans.
The exhibition is open daily from
14:00 to 19:00 hrs until 09 June 2018
at SOL Atelier in Baf Sokak (Paphos
Street), Arabahmet Area, Nicosia.

ART
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Kayla Öztemir : promising artist at ESK
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The English School of Kyrenia
organised an exhibition of artwork
of young talented artists of the
school which was held on 1st
June.
Kayla Öztemir is one of those
promising artists of the school.
She simply loves expressing
She likes to work on large canvas,
herself through her paintings. She
mostly in acrylic colours, however
is going to exhibit 12 paintings
she also works in pencil too. Her
and 3 sculptures.
most favourite subject is human
faces, which she feels are the best
17 year old Kayla, started painting
exponent of inner feelings of
at a young age as a form of self
human beings.
meditation, but once she started
concentrating more, she realised
Our faces of conveying the
that painting is something more
message, which no other medium
than just for self meditation.
of communication can exhibit. Her
latest series of paintings, which are
She believes that painting is a very
going to be exhibited are human
powerful medium to convey ideas
faces. She is confident of getting
and messages to the whole world.
much attention from the visitors to
In fact this is what painting really
the exhibition.
is.

Kayla is a hardworking young lady,
of Turkish Cypriot parents, and she
expresses her great gratitude for the
full support of her mother, in every
field of her life. She quotes her
mother saying "you should chase
after whatever you want". So here
is young Kayla working hard to
achieve the goals of her life, with
the full unconditional support of her
mother.

TRNC start the CONIFA Cup 2018 with a draw
By Richard Beale .....
Last night (May 31) the National
TRNC Football team played their
first match against Karpatalya (a
region in Hungary), with the match
ending in a 1-1 draw.
The TRNC National team and local support for the team

The match was played in London at
the Enfield Queen Elizabeth Stadium
and the TRNC were well supported
by local Turkish Cypriots.
The TRNC opened the scoring in the
13th minute when Kenan Oshan
bundled the ball in.
The Hungarian side equalised in the
51st minute through Sandor.

Action from the match

Unfortunately for the TRNC they
had substitute Ahmet Sivri red
carded in the 90th minute.
In the other match in the TRNC
Group Abkhaia from North West
Georgia beat Tibet 3-0.
Tibet will be the TRNC next
opponents on Saturday June 2, kick
off 5-00pm again the match will be
played at the Enfield Queen
Elizabeth Stadium.
WHAT IS THE CONIFA CUP?
It is a International football
tournament held every year for
States, Minorities, Stateless people
and regions unaffiliated with FIFA

Photos: Arena Sporkol.com/ Ahmet Özyasar- Recep Özkmalı
(KTSYD- London)
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RBL Gala Night - CHANGE OF DATE
By Margaret Sheard ...
We have received important and
urgent news from the Royal
British Legion, Kyrenia Branch, of
the necessity to change the date of
the Charity Gala at the Savoy
Ottoman Palace Hotel, Girne from
1st June to 7th June.
This is the information received
from RBL.

Hello All. I have just had
information from Cmdr Paul
Jones, the organiser of the Charity
Gala - A Night with the Stars, that
a decision has been made to move
the event due to the forecast of bad
weather for the evening of 01
June.
The Gala will now take place on
Thursday 07 June, doors opening
at 6.30.

As you can imagine, Paul and the
hotel staff have not taken this
decision lightly, and apologise in
advance for any disruption this may
create.
If anyone is unable to attend on 07
June, then they can ring Paul on
0533 856 3891 to arrange for a full
refund, and this will also to allow
him to re-arrange the seating plan
etc.

Supper Club event 19th September
By Margaret Sheard ...
Good news received from
Laurence Floyd, who has arranged
for another Supper Club event at
the Colony Garden on Wednesday
19th September.
Laurence has pulled out all the
stops to come up with a
replacement for the unfortunate
cancellation of the Las Vegas

Elvis Show and has secured a
superb act for a Supper Club
event, which will again be in aid
of the Civil Emergency Service
Volunteers (CESV).
This will feature 4 principal
singers from the Jersey Boys
Show (the Frankie Valli and the
Four Seasons story) in London’s
West End.
More details will
follow in due course.

In the meantime there is another
great upcoming event to look
forward to with the Bee Gees
“Stayin’ Alive” show at the
Colony Garden on Wednesday
20th June.
For further information about
these events please contact
Laurence Floyd at
floydlaurence@googlemail.com

CESV carry on the work of Terry Carter
By Chris Elliott........
Last week we published the very
sad news of the passing of Terry
Carter the founder of the
112/CESV (Civil Emergency
Service Volunteers) and we
received the following message
from Diane Loftus who is a
member of CESV.
Hi Chris,
I have sent you some photos of
the members of the Civil
Emergency Service Volunteers
(CESV/112). They have been out
and about in the TRNC delivering
First Aid Training to members of
the public, school children and
employees of the Girne State
Hospital.

The CESV/112 volunteers of First
Aiders worked with the Black
Olive Cafe, Girne State Hospital
and English School of Kyrenia
(ESK).
Also members were present at the
well known event Esentepe Fun
Run and Ramble as First Aiders
and the Florence Nightingale
event at the ESK supporting and
training the primary school
children.
Anyone wishing to know more
about the CESV/112 or wanting
to join the team can contact
Steve Collard on Tel: 0548 845
5927.
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KAR Education Team visit Karaoğlanoğlu primary school
We have just received news as
shown below from Kyrenia
Animal Rescue regarding the KAR
Education
team's
visit
on
Wednesday 2nd May to the
Karaoğlanoğlu primary school.
On Wednesday 2nd May Maggie
Smith, Carole Widdison, Carol
Easton and Annie spent two hours
with Year 5 students at the above
primary school. Forty two 11 year
old's with their teachers filled the
classroom and were keen to take
part in the lessons based on the
new workbook entitled "TheHappy
Pets Workbook ".
Two of the students, Kyla Ben and
Lara Hayatlar stood with the
Education team to translate for
their classmates.
They were
amazing girls who did the job
confidently and accurately.
The students took part in activities
and discussions and completed

sections of the workbook based on
what animals need to be happy
and healthy, neutering and keeping
safe around animals, stray dogs
particularly. The students were
also old enough to help complete
the mathematical calculations of
how cat numbers increase so
quickly without them being
neutered. The workbook is then
theirs to take home to go through
with their families.
A big thank you to Head of Year 5,
Gönül Kendir for organizing the
lessons, the Headteacher Sonay
Özgünan for welcoming us into
his school and the delightful
translators for helping us. The
school is also going to collect
animal food for the KAR Rescue
Centre during June.
This is the first time the team has
taught in this school and look
forward to visiting again.

KAR NEWS IN BRIEF
KAR goodwill story this week.
On hearing of the continuing
battles at the KAR Centre with the
Distemper outbreak,
Catalkoy
Belediyesi donated 50 litres of
bleach to the cause.
We thank the people involved,
including our 'local supporters and
campaigners', it means so much to
know we have support from the
local community.
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The forgotten Genoese rule in Cyprus
By Ismail Veli ....
The list of foreign rule in Cyprus is
long and full of endless debate,
hate, and no doubt nostalgia is part
of most Cypriots thoughts about
their history.
The most debated are probably the
Lusignan, Venetian, Ottoman and
British period of rule. In one way
or another their legacy and
historical remains are a constant
physical reminder of our past. But
what of the Genoese period.
Strictly speaking there was no
official rule by Genoa, and yet
from the years 1372-1464 they
were for all intents and purposes
the de-facto rulers of the Island.
True it's never on the list of official
rule by historians, but they were
the supreme lords and masters over
the Lusignan House in Cyprus. The
powerful Visconti family from
Milano (now Milan, Italy) played a
strong role. The marriage of
Eleanor of Aragon to Peter the
First of Cyprus on 5th April 1360
gave her the title of Queen Consort
of
Cyprus.
Her
husband's
infidelities
and
numerous
mistresses put a strain on their
relationship. When Peter embarked

on a crusade against Alexandria he
declared Eleanor - Regent of
Cyprus. On his return however he
found that his wife was accused of
adultery, after a court trial the
charges were dismissed. While
having an affair himself King Peter
was murdered, suspicions were that
his own brothers, John and James,
were the organisers of his murder.
1st Prize
Eleanor
ruled as regent on behalf of
her son but with the support of her
dead husband's brothers effectively
took control of Cyprus.

died in 1382 and with their only
daughter dying the same year at the
age of 2 simply meant that
Valentina could not rule as regent.
Valentina died soon thereafter in
1393.
Valentina's sister Anglesia Visconti
became queen consort of Cyprus as
wife of Janus from 1401 to 1407.

Her brother-in-laws however were
not trusted by Eleanor. She secretly
invited the Genoese to invade
Cyprus, James was murdered in
1374 and Eleanor's son Peter was
eventually pressured to marry
Valentina Visconti in 1378.
Valentina was the daughter of the
powerful Milano family of Barnabo
Visconti. It was a political marriage
of convenience that was to change
Cypriot destiny towards Genoese
and finally to Venetian rule.
Eleanor was not on the best of
terms with her daughter-in-law
Valentina but could not risk
rocking the boat, so she decided to
return to Catalonia in Spain to
avoid any serious disturbance.
Sadly for Valentina her husband

2nd Prize

The Visconti Coat of Arms

Barnabò Visconti
The Visconti family's influence in
Cyprus at that time cannot be
discounted. Their dominance of
North Italy in the 14th and 15th
centuries meant that the Genoese
and Venetians respected their
power which eventually declined,
to pave way for the Venetian
conquest of Cyprus in 1489 until
the Ottoman conquest of 1571.

Continued on next page ....
Queen Eleanor of Aragon and King Peter I of Cyprus
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continued ......

The forgotten Genoese rule in Cyprus

Perhaps one incident that brought
Genoa to the point of controlling
Cyprus occurred in 1372. The
Lusignan kings' custom was that
they received the crown of Cyprus
at the Cathedral of Nicosia and
that of Jerusalem at St Nicholas
Cathedral of Famagusta. The
established tradition and protocol
was that the King would ride to the
Cathedral on a horse led by
representatives of Genoa and
Venice. Genoa had the honour of
holding the right hand reign and
Venice the left. As the new King
Peter II appeared for his
coronation,
the
Venetian
representative tried to seize the
right hand rein, The Genoese
representative resisted strongly
and the obvious bickering led to a
riot in which many Genoese were
killed. The Loggia of the Genoese
was pillaged.

unanswered, their fleet under the
command of Admiral Fregoso was
sent to Cyprus. They ravaged,
pillaged and laid destruction to
Cyprus. In effect they became the
masters of the island until King
James II drove them out in 1464.
Lusignan power was also in decline
however and the Venetians finally
had the last word by bringing
Cyprus under their control in 1489,
this finally put the nail in the coffin
for both the Lusignans and the
unofficial control that Genoa
originally had.

During Venetian rule Cyprus was
divided into Contradas (districts)
The area around Nicosia, including
my own village of Lurucina
(Lorthina at the time) was in the
''Contrada di Visconti'', (district of
Visconti) proof that the Visconti
family's influence ran deep.
So while the records show
Lusignan rule from 1192-1489 for
all intents and purposes the defacto rulers for the later period of
Lusignan rule was in fact Genoa.

Medieval history is not as clear
cut as some of us imagine.
Alliances through marriage to
different powerful lords of
Europe often shifted the balance
of power in unpredictable
directions. So while we read the
records of Lusignan and Venetian
rules at a particular time in
history the reality on the ground
could be changed by alliances,
intrigue, murder and marriages.
I guess in that respect today's
alliances though slightly different
do reflect the shifting patterns of
international
alliances
in
unpredictable directions.
So goes the infinite interests of
the powerful instinct to rule or
dominate one's own sphere of
influence.
left : coins of Peter II of Cyprus

The
insult
was
totally
unacceptable to the proud Genoese
and the insult could not go

CyprusScene.com
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No Straws North Cyprus
By Chris Elliott.....
Daily we can all read about the
never ending growth of the
Rubbish Mountains that are
threatening our lives by taking over
and clogging up our environment.
A lot of people and organisations
are talking about doing something
and the European Commission said
in its recent proposal that it is
necessary to target the 10 singleuse plastic products most often
found on Europe's beaches and seas
including
plastic cutlery and
straws and other plastic items, as
well as lost and abandoned fishing
gear.
Living on an island in the
Mediterranean we are faced with a
constant flow of plastic and other
material washing up on our
beaches and increasing the task we
have of dealing with it and it is
good to read of NGO's and others
who go out and try to clean the
beaches.

Here in North Cyprus we have a
big
task
to
educate
the
communities to increase their
efforts to recycle paper, metal and
plastics and when in the picnic
areas or on the beaches, to take
their rubbish home and recycle it
and not just cast it to one side for
others to deal with.
So what else can we do in North
Cyprus?
Plastics are a real life threatening
form of rubbish and we applaud a
recent
initiative
started
on
Facebook "No Straws North
Cyprus" (click here) encouraging
people to refuse to accept a straw
with the drink they purchase.
Take the challenge and say "NO to
a STRAW" and help stop the
growing mountains of plastics
which are threatening lives and
will last longer than you and I.

l-r Jude Vizzard, Mary Watson, Art Watson,
Raziye Kocaismail, Keith Rickman

Thank you.
For more information go to; https://www.facebook.com/nostrawsnorthcyprus/

LOCAL NEWS
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Rotary Club of Kyrenia Cosmopolitan is feeling proud
By Chris Elliott....
Fridays for us are always manic
days with the final preparation of
our online weekly Enewspaper
and we were so sad we could not
be with our friends at Rotary
Club of Kyrenia Cosmopolitan at
a very important event they were
hosting today but like everything
else they are doing, they saved
our day by sending us the
following breaking news.
Today is a very special day for
us. It all started one year ago
when our President Gultac Ozsan
decided to help Yesilyurt Special
Needs School as our main project
for 2017-18 Rotary Year.
The building of the Art Workshop
and fitting of the interior
furniture and equipment are
ready for the opening on the
"WORLD CHILDREN'S DAY" –
which is of great significance.

President Gultac Ozsan said: "It
was in the Spring of 2017 that we
made the decision to put this
project into action during a
meeting
about
our
Golf
Tournament event in the garden
with members of the CMC. I
heard happy sounds coming from
behind the trees and that was the
first time that I heard about the
wonderful
Yeşilyurt
Special
Education Centre. At first we, as
Rotarians, were thinking of
creating a study room in the form
of a gazebo but when we joined
with Merit International and met
with Chairperson Ms Hanzade
Özbaş, she motivated us by
suggesting ‘let's build a complete
workshop for our children’ and so
along with the help of our
generous sponsors, this is where
we are today standing in front of a
fully
equipped,
complete
workshop which can be used
throughout the seasons”.

We would like to give our
heartfelt thanks to Former
Minister of Education Mrs. Canan
Oztoprak, who has also played a
large role in the opening of this
school in 2007.
We thank Prof. Ayşegül Ataman
for her guidance in this area and
Esma İneci and her team for all
they have done.
Last but not least, we would like
convey our thanks to all our
sponsors who supported us
throughout this journey;
Merit International, Jessics Bar,
CMC Golf Club, Albank, Kombos
Otomotiv, Oero Trading Ltd,
Ceremi
Travel,
Lefke
Municipality,
Kolan
British
Hospital and many others. Large
or small all of our sponsors have
played an important role in the
finalisation of the Art Workshop.
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Trevor’s Tips for June 2018
2019 to change their vehicle
licence plates according to the
amended regulation.

office. We at Capital Bank in
Alsancak have these forms
awaiting collection, so do call in
to see us and ask for Mary.

Residence Renewals
Bayram Holidays
The cost of Residence Renewal
has been increased to
345 TL for one year.
690 TL for 2 years.

Bayram holidays for the month of
June this year are:
Thursday 14th June close at
1.00pm

By Trevor Hughes..

Friday 15th June
Saturday 17th June
Sunday 18th June

makes no difference to the
licence requirement!!

TRNC Driving Licence
In an effort to try and reduce the
number of road traffic accidents in
the TRNC, the Minister of Public
Works and Transportation, Tolga
Atakan has signed a notice on 17th
April 2018 ordering foreign citizens
who arrived in the TRNC as
students or reside in the TRNC
through obtaining work/residency
permits, to take a written and a
practical exam to be able to change
their driving licence to that of the
TRNC.

Foreign citizens, excluding
those who are citizens of the
above-mentioned countries will
have to make an application to
the Licence Branch of the
Traffic Department and pass
required exams in order to be
able to change their driving
license to the corresponding
licence provided by the TRNC.
Just how this requirement will
affect UK citizens when they
leave the European Union
remains to be seen.

Where all Government, Local
Government
offices,
Banks,
schools and some private
businesses will be closed.
NEWS IN BRIEF

New Phone Registration
If you bring a newly purchased
mobile phone into the country,
you have 90 days to register it or
risk it being cut off until you have
paid the registration fee.

Vehicle Licence Plates

According to the notice, citizens of
Turkey, EU member states,
Switzerland,
Norway,
USA,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand
and Japan will be exempt from the
new practice.
The Law in the TRNC states that if
you spend more than 90 days in the
country you must apply for a
TRNC driving licence. Making the
occasional trip out of the country

The deadline for changing
vehicle license plates to show
the blue flash on the left-hand
side has been set as 31 January
2019, following a change in the
regulation decided by the
Council of Ministers.

Vehicle owners now have
been given until January 31,

You can, if you so wish, register
your phone at the customs office
in the Girne harbour, which will
help you avoid going into
Lefkoşa and registering it at the
office there. However, you will
need to take a completed
registration form with you as they
do not supply the forms from this

The RBL Kyrenia Branch will
hold 2 quizzes this month,
firstly on
Monday 4 June at Jessics Bar
in Lapta then on Friday 22
June at the Olive Press Bowling
Club in Lapta. Both events will
commence at 7.30pm and will
be compered by Brian Thomas.
Each quiz will offer 5 ‘fun
rounds’ for a 5TL entry fee with
a prize for the winners followed
by one game of ‘Stupid Bingo’
for 10TL with a line, full house
and a jackpot.
To book the Jessics quiz call in
at the bar or phone Mo on
- 0542 855 8589, their normal
food menu will be available.
To book the Olive Press quiz
phone – 0533 880 1196 or call
in at the clubhouse. Food is not
available at this venue. All
profits will go towards the 2018
RBL Poppy Appeal.

CyprusScene.com

The Leisure Line
Be in the Spotlight!

Grand Master Eyüp Zafer Gökbilen with a high kicker!

KKTC Girne Taekwondo
Judo Karate Aikido Hapkido
Wushu Muaythai Kulübü

Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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In the Spotlight!
KKTC Girne Taekwondo, Judo, Karate, Aikido, Hapkido,
Wushu, Muaythai Kulübü
Pictures courtesy of Ayşegül Gezer

LEISURE LINE

CyprusScene.com

In the Spotlight!
In the recent heatwave, managers and staff at the TRNC Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Deputy Prime Ministry queued to buy ice cream scoops to support the Mardo
Ice Cream initiative to sell 30,000 Ice Cream Scoops in aid of the Kemal Saraçoglu
Foundation for Children with Leukemia and Cancer
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Forthcoming Events
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CyprusScene : Trivia and Sudoku
Famous Couples
1) Who did Lauren Bacall marry after the death of Humphrey Bogart?
2) In which building were Prince Charles and Lady Diana married?

Elvis Presley
1) In which town was Elvis born on 8th January 1935?
2) What was Elvis’s first UK hit?

US Presidents
1) Which 4 presidents are depicted on Mount Rushmore?
2) How many American presidents were there before Abraham Lincoln?

Novelty Records
1) Where were Typically Tropical going to?
2) What was the name of Benny Hill’s fastest milkman in the west?

Sean Connery
1) In what competition did Connery represent Scotland in 1953?
2) Who co-starred with Connery in the 1975 film “The Man who would
be King”?

Court Cases
1) Whose note addressed to Oscar Wilde led to his doomed libel trial?
2) For what crime was Yigal Amir put on trial on 23rd January 1996?

Russia
1) Which Tsar built St Basil’s Cathedral?
2) What is the name for a Russian summer house?
Public Buildings
1) Who designed the Houses of Parliament?
2) For what purpose was Crystal Palace constructed?

Grid No. 55

Inventions
1) Who invented the Spinning Jenny in 1764?
2) Who took the first practical photograph?
The World Cup
1) Which country hosted the first World Cup in 1930?
2) Against which team did Pele score three goals in the 1958 semi-final?

Grid No. 56

Answers on page 23
No cheating !
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
2nd June to 20th June 2018
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
Ministry of Tourism and Environment and animals of the TRNC. Food and drink will be
Environmenal Protection Agency photography available before, during and after the event.
competition. The exhibition is at the Ataturk
Cultural Centre in Lefkosa and the opening 13th June – Wednesday - Friends of the
ceremony and awards will be at 7.30pm on the 5th TRNC Emergency Services (112) monthly
June and then the exhibition will continue until the Afternoon Tea Talk at the Black Olive Cafe,
8th June.
Alsancak, starting at 3pm. The speaker will be
Ibrahim Çağlar of the TRNC Civil Defence.
7th June – Thursday - RBL Poppy Gala at the To book call 0533 840 7834.
Savoy Ottoman Palace Hotel, Girne. Entertainment
will be by Sarah Jayne and Andy Crust. Ticket 14th June – Thursday - Quiz Night and
25th May to 9th June - Omid Kalantar price is £45 per person for 4-course dinner and Karaoke at The Venue, Turtle Bay, Esentepe
Motamedi solo art exhibition “Talisman” at the unlimited drinks. Doors open 6.30pm and the show at 8.30pm. 5TL per person. To book teams
Sol Atelier, Nicosia. 2pm to 7pm daily.
starts at 9pm. Please note the date of this event call 0533 884 9816
has been changed due to the forecast of bad
30th May to 3rd June - Esentepe Apricot weather on the original date of 1st June. See 15th June – Friday - RBL Poppy Appeal
Festival.
information on the link at the bottom of the page :
event at The Punjab Restaurant, Lapta with
The Best of Neil Diamond (Jeff Phillips).
2nd June – Saturday - Lunch and talk in aid of 7th June – Thursday - Blakes Lounge Bar and 7.30pm. 3-course meal at 80TL. To book call
the Vadili Dogs hosted by Altin Patilar Dernegi, Bistro, Alsancak present Soul Diva – Sharon 0542 850 0294
at The Courtyard Inn, Karakum. Lunch from 12 Holmes, direct from the UK, from 8.30pm. 3noon and the talk about dog psychology will be course set meal 80TL. To book call 0548 839 15th June – Friday - Blakes Lounge Bar and
by Merter Okten of Dogmental starting at 2pm. 4007.
Bistro, Alsancak will be presenting the
To book lunch call Margaretha on 0533 884
NormAl Trio from 8pm. Booking essential,
8798.
7th June – Thursday - Quiz Night and Karaoke at call 0548 839 4007.
The Venue, Turtle Bay, Esentepe at 8.30pm. 5TL
2nd June – Saturday - Football :
per person. To book teams call 0533 884 9816
15th June – Friday - Black Olive Cafe,
Sadrazamköy v Zümrütköy (BTM League 2) at
Alsancak will be hosting a fun quiz with
Lapta Şht Kadir Stadı. Kick off 5pm.
7th/8th/9th June - The RBL Theatre Players will animal theme in aid of FARC (Famagusta
be presenting “Boeing! Boeing!” at the Alsancak Animal Rehoming Canines) from 7pm. 35TL
3rd June – Sunday - Football :
Theatre. Curtain up 7pm. Tickets will be available to include meal with 10TL donated to
Karadeniz 61 v Bahçeli (BTM League 2) at from Best Seller Bookshops – Karakum and FARC/MGA.
Yeni Boğaziçi Osman E Mehmet Stadı.Kick off Alsancak, RBL Lambousa Market or telephone
5pm.
0533 839 2995
20th June – Wednesday - Supper Club event
email rbltheatreplayerscyprus@gmail.com
at the Colony Garden, Girne – Bee Gees show
3rd June – Sunday - 9th Lefke Walnut Festival
“Stayin’ Alive”.
In aid of the Civil
in the town centre. 10am to 9pm – folk 12th June - Tuesday – There will be an auction Emergency Service Volunteers (CESV). 7pm
dancing, concerts, exhibitions, walnut products. organised by Kyrenia Animal Rescue (KAR) at The welcome cocktail. 3-course set meal with
Courtyard Inn, Karakum. 4pm to 6pm for viewing vegetarian options. £55 per person. Tickets
4th June – Monday - RBL Quiz Night at and bidding starts at 6pm. Some lovely items up available from Colony Reception, Best Seller
Jessic’s Bar, Lapta. 7.30pm. 5TL entry. 10TL for bids, so please try to come and support the
Bookshops - Karakum & Alsancak. To see
Bingo
more information see link below :
RBL Poppy Gala :
5th to 8th June - Photographic exhibition with
https://cyprusscene.com/2018/05/27/urgent-news-rbl-charity-gala-change-of-date/
the theme “ENVIRONMENT” displaying the
Bee Gees Show :
winners and other selected photos from the
https://cyprusscene.com/2018/03/12/colony-garden-bee-gees-stayin-alive-tribute-update/
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Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 21
GRID No 55

GRID No. 56

Here are the answers to the Trivia Quiz on page 21
Famous Couples
1) Jason Robards Jr.
2) St Paul’s Cathedral

Elvis Presley
1) Tupelo, Mississippi
2) Heartbreak Hotel

US Presidents
1) George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt,
Abraham Lincoln
2) 15

Novelty Records
1) Barbados
2) Ernie

Sean Connery
1) Mr Universe
2) Michael Caine
Russia
1) Ivan the Terrible
2) A dacha
Public Buildings
1) Charles Berry and Augustus Pugin
2) The Great Exhibition of 1851

Court Cases
1) The Marquess of Queensbury, father of Lord Alfred Douglas
2) The assassination of Israel’s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
Inventions
1) James Hargreaves
2) Louis Daguerre in 1826
The World Cup
1) Uruguay
2) France

How did you do?
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
2nd June – Saturday
Ilgen Eczanesi, Bedreddin Demırel Cad.Özyalçu. Tel: 815 8118
Zehra Kelebek Eczanesi, Mınreşal Fevzl Çakmuk Cad. Denirese.
Tel: 821 3888
3rd June – Sunday
Tören Eczanesi, Zıya Rızkı Cad. Yusuf Zıya Gırne. Tel: 815 8979
Mehmet Kamiloğlu Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağalay Cad 41 C Gırne.
Tel: 815 2150
4th June – Monday
Rizki 11 Eczanesi, Mülk Plaza No 11 Çatalköy. Tel: 824 5606
Nürçag Eczanesi, Şht Dursun Özsaraç Sokak No 6/2 Gırne.
Tel: 815 1025

6th June – Wednesday
Selvin Çağay Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad, Girne. Tel: 815 2025
Kandil Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad E 48. Tel: 822 3842
7th June – Thursday
Başak Eczanesi, Ziya Rizkı Cad Ocak Klubü. Tel: 815 3620
Karpuzolu Eczanesi, Uğur Miroğlu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 816 1230
8th June – Friday
Güven Eczanesi, Salıh Mıroğlu Cad. Ersoy 6 Apt Gırne. Tel: 815 2409
Bariş Eczanesi, Ibrahım Nıdal Cad, Lapta. Tel: 821 8410
9th June – Saturday
Sertaç Eczanesi, Kurtuluş Cad, (Bektas Market) Girne. Tel: 815 9067
Aşar Karaoğlanoğlu, Karaoğlanoğlu. Zıraat Bankası. Tel: 822 3885

5th June – Tuesday
Aşar Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağatay Girne. Tel: 815 7075
Emin Eczanesi, No 136C Gırne Alsancak. Tel: 0533 8701946

Duty Chemists for the
Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (as at 1st June 2018)
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Sports Quiz : 10 questions and this weeks Stinker
By Richard Beale.
Following the disastrous night for Liverpool
Goalkeeper Loris Karius in the Champions
League Final, this weeks questions are all about
goalkeepers.
The answers will be found on page 26 of this weeks
Enewspapers. The answer to the “Stinker” question
will appear in next week's Enewspaper.
Good luck and no cheating!
Question 1. Which legendary German born goalkeeper broke his collar bone in
the 1956 Cup Final between Manchester City and Birmingham ?
Question 2. Which of the following Clubs did David James NOT play for ? .
A- Newcastle, B- Watford, C- West Ham, D- Aston Villa.
Question 3.Which Legendary Italian goalkeeper, who retired at the end of last
season is nicknamed “Gigi”. ?.
Question 4 Which Australian goalkeeper was sacked by Chelsea in 2002 after
failing a drugs test and was banned from football for 9 months.
Question 5 Who was the first goalkeeper to save a penalty in the English FA
Cup Final ?

Question 6 Which controversial Spiritualist and Ex television presenter started
his career as a Professional Goalkeeper ?
Question 7 At the age of 32 Tottenham transferred Pat Jennings to rivals
Arsenal. How many appearances did he go on to make ? A- 13, B- 72, C- 186
and D- 327.
Question 8 Who is the only Goalkeeper to be sent off playing for England ?
A- Chris Woods, B-Peter Bonetti, C- David Seaman or D- Robert Green.
Question 9 Which legendary keeper of the 50s and 60s was known as the
‘Black Panther” or ‘Black Spider” ?.
Question 10 Which goalkeeper played his last game in 1997 after a staggering
31 year career ?
A-Mervyn Day, B- Peter Shilton, C- John Burridge and
D- Ray Clemence.

This weeks STINKER:

Question: And this week it is a “real stinker”.

The answer will be in next weeks Enewspaper

Which Ex Manchester United Goalkeepers (who all played for United’s first team”) played against United
during the reign of Sir Alex Ferguson (1986- 2013). We think there are 8 goalkeepers..

Last weeks STINKER:
The question was:
The question was Liverpool have won the European/ Champions League trophy on 5 occassions and were
runners up twice, who were their managers on the finals listed below :
1977, 1978, 1981, 1984, 1985 (Losing finalists), 2005 and 2007 (Losing finalists).

Answers:
1977,78,81: BOB PAISLEY.
1984/85: JOE FAGAN.
2005/07: RAFAEL BENITEZ.
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The 29th April Velospeed Karpaz 60km Challenge

By Mike Phillips...
Velospeed is a mountain bike club that
meets every Sunday at an ‘out of the
way’ location meandering through
places you would never otherwise see.
They are very informal and their ethos
follows our own club (Girne
Goatbusters) in that it's more about the
smiles, than the miles even though
they do clock up the miles. That said,
annually, they host the Karpaz
Challenge. This was a serious event
that not only tests your strength and
stamina but also your skills too. Last
year, of the 50 riders who started the
challenge, only 15 finished!
Angelina and I like to think that we are
bike fit but realized that if we were
going to finish strong, we needed to
put some serious training in place.
Over the course of the two weeks’
prior to the challenge, we hit the roads,
trails and hills hard, culminating in our
last ride on Thursday 25th April
cycling over 76km and climbed a
staggering 2,150 meters (higher than
Troodos). We were ready…..!!!
Saturday 28th April finally arrived and
we had completed all the checks on the
bikes, tuned the suspension and reset

Mike and Angelina arrive in Dipkarpaz and rest before the race
the derailleurs after stripping,
greasing and putting them back
together for a perfect gear change.
All equipment was checked and
double checked. The bikes were
loaded onto the car and after Allyson
came around to dog sit, we departed
for the Dipkarpaz, excited and a touch
nervous, for what lay ahead.
The meeting place was the ‘Wooden
Houses’ in Dipkarpaz where we
would be staying that night. After
settling in, we met in the restaurant
for a fabulous meal and a briefing on
the following days events. We then
retired to Wooden House No.1 to
listen to some of the great (and not so

great) singers amongst the riders but I
have to say, all were equally
enthusiastic and a good time was had
by all.

long hard technical climbs up and

The following morning was upon us
in flash. After an early breakfast
(gone was the laughter filled noisy
atmosphere of the night before), a last
check of all the equipment, a final
safety briefing in both Turkish and
English and all 43 riders were off.

After arriving at the top of one of the
long hard climbs, I found myself with
only one of the younger riders behind
me. Eager to establish a bit of
dominance, I set off down a steep
long section full of gullies and rock
gardens, like a bat out of hell. As I
reached the hairpin bend, I locked up
the back wheel, spun the bike around
180° ready to start down the next
section. I looked back up from where

The pace was quick and easy as we
headed North down to the Oasis Hotel
and then turning East into the Karpaz
wilderness where for me, the real fun
began. The next 20km was full of

some spectacular and challenging
descents. And that sadly, is where my
Karpaz Challenge ended.

Continued on page 27

Sports Quiz Answers
Questions on Page 25

Answer 1 Bert Trautmann

Answer 6 David Icke started with Coventry City

Answer 2 A – Newcastle

Answer 7 D – 327

Answer 3 Gianlugi Buffon

Answer 8 D-Robert Green v Ukraine in 2009.

Answer 4 Mark Bosnich

Answer 9 Russian Lev Yashin

Answer 5 Dave Beasant
(1988 Wimbledon v Liverpool Cup Final)

Answer 10 B- Peter Shilton playing for Leyton
Orient
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The end of my race!
I’d come, I could see no one
following, but looking down into the
valley, I could see the car and support
team.
I was ahead and by a good margin
and feeling pretty pleased with
myself. I sped off and approached the
middle section reaching speeds of
nearly 40kph, I was hopping rocks
and ridges as if they were never there.
A smile filled my face that would
shame a Cheshire Cat. I weaved,
bounced and threw my bike around as
if it were a part of me. I am simply
not literate enough to describe the
sense of euphoria that ran through me.
Well, that is, right up until the
moment that it all went wrong. They
say that Pride goeth before
destruction, and a haughty spirit
before a fall.
I was definitely
suffering from both as I caught the
top of a large rock with my front
wheel throwing my weight forward.
My bike ricocheted free but I had
already spotted my doom, another
gulley about 5metres ahead and I was
too far over the handlebars to pull the
bike clear. At my current speed, I was
in the gulley before I could finish
thinking, “Oooooh sh*te!!”.
Adopting a ‘Clark Kent’ pose, I was
catapulted out over the handlebars. I
really didn’t want to see what was
coming next, it was simply a case of
‘brace for impact’ and hope for the

best.I remember my right arm making
the first contact, my padded gloved
hand pushing rocks out of the way, as
I dug my own runway. Next, my
head made contact or rather my
helmet as it bulldozed the ground in
front of me and tried to rattle out my
teeth. I felt a sudden tug at my arm
and instinctively knew that it wasn’t
good. I continued to slide down the
hill as I tried to roll onto my back to
protect my arm and face. Then, as
quick as it had happened, it was all
over and I had stopped. Even the
noise of my bike following me had
ceased. I cautiously picked myself
up and surveyed the damage. Blood
was running down my arm and there
was a hole about 10cm long by 1cm
wide, where I could see my muscle
and tendons inside my forearm and I
was losing a lot of blood. I needed a
bigger first aid pack than the little
thing I was carrying, so I sorted out
my chain, checked my bike and rode
down the rest of the way to the car
with a now misshaped saddle (never
seen that before). My plan was to
wrap a bandage around my arm and
carry on….
The first aid pack was opened and the
cleanup began so we could assess
exactly what was under all the gravel
and dirt stuck to the wound. By this
time, the other riders were coming in
and as luck would have it, one of the
Velospeed riders is a Doctor (well,

actually, he is a Gynecologist which is
similar to a doctor, only I suspect, a
little more fun). He looked at my
gaping bleeding wound and I wasn’t
sure if his expression was due to the
wound severity or it had simply
reminded him of something he had
seen earlier on in the week, but in any
case, it was clear either way that I
could no longer continue. A long trip
to the local clinic and 9 stitches later, I
was back with the riders for lunch,
feeling like I had been hit by a car.
Over the next couple of days, that
feeling went from car, to truck to train
wreck.
After lunch, the riders continued with
new vigor. They were now on the road
section and a 4x4 with a trailer
followed the riders while another
vehicle took the lead. Between them,
with the help of radios, they not only
managed the riders but the traffic too.
The sun was now at its highest and
beating down on the riders with a 31°c
stick. An hour later and we started
seeing the first riders struggling.
However, no one wanted to give up
and it was heartwarming watching the
better riders encourage the slower
riders.
Nearly 50km in and the riders had
established themselves into the ‘Fast
Pack’, the Main Body’ and the
‘Stragglers’. It was here that the first
of the struggling riders decided to call
it a day. They were both mentally, as
well as physically drained.
Like
clockwork, the bikes were added to the
trailer and the riders escorted back to
the Start/Finish line. The last five
kilometers was a long hard climb up
from sea level to Dipkarpaz. This was
anticipated to finish off anyone who
was now struggling and it certainly
took its toll amongst some of the
riders. It was an exceptionally hot day
for the time of year and the pace at the
end had become ruthless as the fast
pack could smell the finishing line. An

hour or so more and all the riders were
safely home. Not all had made it
under their own steam but all had my
admiration for the effort and sheer will
power they had displayed. This was
only surpassed by the effort of the
VeloSpeed team who ran a first class
operation. At the end of long hot hard
day, there was only one casualty, me!
I would really like to thank everyone
by name but this would be like the star
wars credits.
For me, this was a day of very mixed
emotions. I was bitterly disappointed
and angry with myself for having
invested so much, to have crashed out
spectacularly at the end of the
technical section. At that time, my
ego hurt more than my body (but
believe me, that was about to change
over the course of the next few days).
However, I was immensely proud of
my wonderful Wife and Best Friend
Angelina, who crossed the finish line
in fourth place but was the first

woman across the line.
On day four of my recovery, I went
from feeling like I’d been in a train
wreck to a plane crash when I made a
chance remark suggesting that luck
was with my wife when I spilled,
otherwise she would have finished in
5th Place.........Ouch, Women…!!!
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Second round of 2018 Enduro Championship
By Ahmet Abdulaziz.......
The Turkish Cyprus Motorcycle
Association organised the second race
of the 2018 Enduro Championship on
Sunday 27th May, 2018, at Iskele.
Sponsored by the Iskele Municipality,
a large number of race enthusiasts
turned up to watch the competition,
despite very hot weather. Divided into
two
different
categories,
36
participants competed in the race on a
800 meters long track.
Following is the list of the winners of
the race in different sections:

.

